SASE Security Consulting –
Starter Package
A complete understanding of SASE transformation and
its benefits for your business

In today’s scenario, the modern IT infrastructure
relies heavily on the cloud platform. Services and data
are moving from central data centers to the cloud and
are distributed across various locations. Routing
access paths consistently go through data centers.
Providing a central security infrastructure is becoming
increasingly inefficient due to resource distribution.

As applications move to the cloud, the traffic is either
bypassing the security perimeter or backhauled in its
entirety, which is also a difficult setting.
Additionally, today’s complex threats have triggered
an explosion of new security appliances, all finding
their way into your overworked gateway.
Administrators are in a constant battle to keep up
with required security updates for their appliances.
The complexity of deploying and managing all these
appliances - and their associated costs - are out of
control. Furthermore, it’s all associated with what is
now outdated architecture.

SASE (Secure Access Service Edge) is an
architecture that offers solutions to these
challenges. SASE - a concept from Gartner,
which moves security and network
functionalities to the cloud.
Businesses can completely secure their
employees no matter their location or device,
enabling fast, direct-to-internet connections
while protecting against breaches and data
exfiltration - all at a fraction of the cost of
traditional approaches.

With the SASE Security Starter Package, Deutsche
Telekom offers customers an introduction to SASE. It
shows how cloud-centric security infrastructure and
smart connectivity solutions can securely and
efficiently embed distributed resources into the
customer's infrastructure.
The SASE strategy workshop has two main objectives.
First, it provides basic knowledge about the SASE
concept, and second, it outlines how an
organization's infrastructure transforms based on
SASE.
With this SASE consulting workshop, you acquire:
▪ A comprehensive understanding of SASE
▪ An outline of your current security architecture
and connectivity, and how it can benefit from
SASE
▪ How SASE adoption will benefit your business
▪

Additional services (proof of concept, deep dive
strategy workshop) available at extra cost.

A blueprint of SASE transformation:
▪ Understand whether SASE adoption is beneficial
for your business
▪ Components of your IT infrastructure that need
change
▪ Customized SASE migration idea for your business
▪ Outline of an efficient SASE-compliant
architecture
▪ Developing a SASE strategy to maximize business
benefits
Benefits of SASE adoption:
▪ Enable direct-to-internet access and increase
performance
▪ Protect against breaches and data exfiltration
▪ Eliminate costs and complexities of perimeterbased security
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SASE Security Consulting – Starter Package
When to seek
consulting services?

▪
▪
▪

What is
included?

▪
▪
▪

How much
does it cost?

To know the gaps in your current architecture with respect to SASE
To know how to go about SASE transformation and understand the full benefits
SASE strategy workshop (individual preparation, SASE framework, individual
journey)
Acquisition of infrastructure (interviews with SPOCs)
Target architecture outline (creation of diagrams)
Deliverables (workshop materials, documentation, management summary)

€ 12,500 one-time cost

Information & Conditions
▪ This offer is only valid for business customers of T-Systems International GmbH
▪ All prices are exclusive of VAT and travel expenses (for onsite workshop) and will be charged as applicable
▪ This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute a binding offer. If you are
interested, we will be happy to send you the relevant contract documents. These also list the exact contents
of the service and the specific conditions
▪ Additional services are available with this package which includes proof of concept, deep dive strategy
workshop. These services will be charged separately.
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